-He makes you look at other’s
schoolwork.
-He wants to get you in
trouble.
-He doesn’t let you use your
own smarts to do your work.

-Keep your eyes on your own
paper.
-Don’t worry about what other
people are doing.
-Try your best on everything
you do at school and trust your
smarts!

-He makes your words bump
into other people’s words.
-He makes you not think about
others and only think about
your ideas.
-He makes people feel
frustrated & annoyed with you.

-Raise your hand when you
have something to say in class.
-Wait your turn to talk in
conversations.
-Ask yourself, “Is this an
appropriate time to talk?”
-Think about what the other
person is saying.

-He makes you not say much.
-He makes you shy, anxious and
can cause “stage fright”.
-He makes people have weird
thought because they wonder
why you aren’t talking and
participating.

-Take deep breaths.
-Try to think of at least one
thing to say.
-Self-Talk: “It’s okay for me to
participate. What I have to
say is important.”
-Think about how others will
have good thoughts about you
when you participate.
- Speak loudly and clearly.
- Slow down when talking.
- Annunciate (speak clearly) so
that everyone can understand
you.

Cheater Peter
I like -

This
party is
fun!

Interrupting Ike

Quiet Wyatt
Mmfhb
hlkmm

Mumble Monster
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-He makes you not speak
clearly.
-He likes it when other people
can’t understand you.
-He makes your words sound
jumbled and confusing when you
speak.

-He makes you get into other
people’s business.
-He makes you think about
topics that aren’t your
business.
-He makes you listen to
conversation you shouldn’t.

- Ask yourself, “Does this
conversation or topic have
anything to do with me?”
- Think about something in your
own life.
- Find a fun activity to do or
focus on your schoolwork.

-She makes the person tell on
someone else.
-She makes you tell the
teacher or your parents things
that are not important.
-She makes you want to get
people in trouble.

-Ask yourself, “Is this
something that the teacher
needs to know?”
-Try to solve the small problem
with the other person.
-Ignore.
-Ask yourself, “Is this my
business?”
-Think and put things where
they belong.
-Write yourself reminder notes.
-Use a calendar, assignment
spiral and folders to organize.
-Clean your things out
regularly to stay organized.

Nosey Nelly

Tattle Taylor
-Makes your desk messy
-Makes it hard for you to
follow a schedule
-Makes you put things in
random places and not where
they belong
-Makes it hard for you to find
things you need

Dr. Disorganized
-He makes you make noises
with your mouth, body or
materials.
-He makes you bother and
distract others. They have
weird thoughts.

Sir Noise A Lot
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-Remind yourself of expected
behaviors. Ask yourself,
“Should I be making noises
right now?”
-Think about the consequences
of making noises. What will
happen? How will people feel?

-He makes you forget what you
were going to say. (“Draw a
blank.”)
-He makes you feel nervous and
frustrated.
-He makes you distracted
because you are trying to think
of what you were going to say.

-Try to go back to what you
were thinking.
- Retrace your mental steps.
-Take deep breaths to ease
anxiety.
-Think about what others’ are
saying because it can help you
remember your thought.

-He makes you not use good
handwriting.
-He makes you rush through your
work and people can’t read what you
wrote.
-He makes you get things wrong
because you are rushing and not
thinking about your work.
-He makes you not care about
showing quality work.

-Slow down and use nice handwriting.
-Care about showing quality work so
people can read what you wrote and
have good thoughts about you.

-He makes you talk a lot.
-Sometimes you don’t listen to other
people when he is in your brain
because you are thinking about what
you want to say.
-He makes you talk when it’s not a
good time to talk, like when you
should be working.

-Ask yourself, “Is this a good time to
talk?”
-Make sure you are listening when
another person is talking so they will
have good thoughts.
-Make sure you aren’t talking too
much because people will stop
listening.
-If it’s not a good time to talk, make
sure to focus on your work and save
chatting for later.

-He makes you argue with teachers,
parents and friends.
-He makes people feel frustrated
with you because arguing is an
unexpected behavior.
-He makes you get in trouble with
teachers and parents.
-He teams up with Mean Jean and
Rock Brain.

-If a teacher is giving you directions,
do not argue. Teachers are in charge
and you have to follow their
directions.
-Remind yourself that it is okay to
listen to someone else’s ideas and try
a new way.
-Use nice words and take deep
breaths.

Thought Thief

Sloppy Stan

Chatty Charlie

Arguing Arnold
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- Turtle Tom makes you do your work
really slow.
- He makes people feel frustrated
with you because you do not get your
work done in the time given.
- He makes you have to do work at
recess or in the office because you
don’t finish in time
- He teams up with Brain Eater who
makes you distracted when you should
be working.

- When a teacher gives you
directions, start working right away.
- If you have a question about the
work, raise your hand to ask.
- When a teacher reminds you that
you are running out of time, you need
to work faster.

- Repeating Roy makes you tell
stories and say things that you have
already said in the past.
- He makes people feel weird
because you have already told the
story before and they don’t know why
you are sharing it again.
- He teams up with One Sided Sid.

- Ask yourself if you have shared the
story before. If you have, do not say
it again.
- Think of something new you can
tell the person.
- Ask the person a question about
them.

- Blurting Bob makes you say things
that could hurt other people’s
feelings or make them have weird
thoughts about you.
- He makes you not use your social
filter because you say what you are
thinking instead of asking yourself if
it is a nice thing before saying it.
- He makes you say things without
thinking first.

- Ask yourself if it would hurt your
feelings if someone said it to you.
- Don’t say things that are not nice.
- Use your social filter and keep
the negative thoughts in your brain
instead of coming out of your mouth.

Turtle Tom
Remember
the time I
saw…

Repeating Roy
That’s an
ugly
sweater!

Blurting Bob
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